ACTIVE SUMMER
HIGH ROPE PARK
High rope courses in trees – more than 40 elemnets in two parts of the park,
4 – 12m above the ground.
The Babypark is smaller version of the park for kids between 100-140cm of hight.
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QUADS
Riders must have a regular driver’s license and there is room for an extra passenger.
We have prepared a trip about 25km long through field paths, mud, fords and more.

1500,-/ person 300,-/ extra passenger

TERRAIN SCOOTERS
You will ride the lift up Èerná Hora Mt. with all essential equipment,
followed by a fun descent along asphalt and forest paths to the K+K Adventure Centre.
Cable way fare is not included.

150,-/ 1,5 h 250,-/ 3 h

450,-/ whole day

ARCHERY
100,-/ 15 min, one bow

Basic archery instruction under quidance
of an experieced instructor. It´s not important
to hit the bull´s eye but to try something new.

TANDEMPARAGLAIDING
1860,-/ 1 Person, group discount

NORDIC WALKING / GUIDED HIKES
2000,-/ a group up to 10 persons, 100,-/ poles rent

Bird’s eye view during a tandem paragliding flight
with our fully qualified instructor, taking off
from the summit of Èerná Hora Mt.(only on reguest)
One day hikes to the nicest spots in our mountains
such as Snìžka, the moor land etc (only on reqeust).

BABYSITTING
Looking after your baby in your hotel room or outside
( on request only)

200,-/1 hour

TREASURE HUNT
5000,-/ per a group up to 15 persons

An afternoon game for groups and families
in surroundings of Èerna bouda. (only on request)

BICYCLES
180,-/ half day 300,-/1 day
Further activities such as rafting,

www.ski-school

Bike rent. Guided trip is on request

climbing, horses, zorbing, segway, rappeling
info@ski-school.cz

on request.

+420 731 655 430

